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Abstract
The article deals with a few documents from the “Golden Gos

pels” of Asbi Sallase, the main church of the town of Asbi, Tagray. 
The church was founded by daggazmac Subagadis, one of the main 
political figures of the turbulent “Era of Judges”, for his youngest 
son Gwangwal, in 1825-26. The “Golden Gospel” book of Asbi 
Sallase preserves the foundational charter of the church written, un
usually, in Amharic, with a few Arabic and Coptic passages, as well 
as a number of documents concerning the tributes and benefits of the 
church, and more than 200 other additiones.

Text
The large rectangular church of A$bi Sollase1 stands on the east

ern edge of the town of Asbi1 2. Not as spectacular as other antiquities of 

1 Known also as A$bi Sallase Sorw [Sur, Śur] Anbâsa, Sur Anbàsa, Hnda 
Sallase, or Dabra Gânnat Ssllase.
2 The central town of Kabttâ Awlacalo district, Tagray. The early history of 
Asbi is not well known. The earliest mention of the toponym may be in a 
charter of King Labna Dangal (1508-40) who renewed gwalts of some mon
asteries (CRLAxumae, no. 44, mentioning the “governor of Asbi” in 
Hagaray [?]); another mention of the place is found in a charter issued by 
the 18th-century king Tâklâ Giyorgis and daggazmac Wâlda Sollase 
(CRLAxumae, no. 67, “governor of A$bi”). The brief history of the settle
ment has been summarised by Pankhurst (1982:23 If.), with reference to its 
economic importance as a strategic place and the first stop on the salt trade 
routes leading from the Dankali depression (specifically, from Arho, men-
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the area3, Asbi Sollase has nevertheless played a pivotal role in the 
life of the region and the town since the latter became a permanent 
settlement4. As was frequently the case in Ethiopia, Asbi settlement 
itself must have emerged simultaneously with or soon after the estab
lishment of Asbi Sollase by the famous dàggazmac Subagadis 
Waldu5, which might have happened some time in 1825-266, during

tioned in the document below) into the Highlands, as well as the site of a 
large market (where the price of amole-saït bars was still low, cf. Pankhurst 
1968:354, 357, 462f.; Abir 1968:47). In 1974, being the capital of the then 
wàràda A$bi Dara, awragga Kabtta Awlacalo, the settlement became the 
main base of the Oxford expedition to Ethiopia which investigated historical 
sites of the region (Juel-Jensen / Rowell 1974:9-13).
3 In particular, its rock-churches and archaeological sites, see Juel-Jensen / 
Rowell 1974; Plant 1985 (esp. map on pp. 38f.).
4 Rarely quoted in the scholarly literature, the church of A$bi Ssllase is 
known mainly due to one single land charter published in the compendium 
Liber Axumae (CRLAxumae, no. 82; tr. in Huntingford 1965:72f. [no. 82], 
101).
5 Dàggazmac Subagadis (b. 1770, d. 15 February 1831; known also as Sa- 
bagadis, Sab°agadis, Subagadis, Subagadis etc.), a son of the ruler of CA- 
game (sum cagame) WSldu, and one of the most prominent personalities of 
the “Era of Judges” (zàmànà masafant), dreamed of the “renaissance” of the 
Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity and intended to defeat the “pagan” Yaggu 
rulers controlling Gondar (on Subagadis WSldu, see, e.g., DicAfrBio 131; a 
biographic sketch in Appleyard et al. 1985:38; Abir 1968:34ff.). In 1822 he 
managed to consolidate his power over Tagray, although for a short period 
only, and was seeking alliance with other Christian rulers of Ethiopia 
against the Yaggu. In accordance with the old tradition, the establishing of 
new churches became one of the main points of Subagadis’s political pro
gramme, and he assigned his new churches a role in his scheme of obtaining 
technical and military support from the foreign powers. With a reference to 
the Christian cause, a pledge for technical help in constructing churches 
appears in each of Subagadis’s known letters from 1827: Appleyard 1985, 
no. vii (= ActaAeth I, no. 21) to Henry Salt; Appleyard 1985, no. viii (= 
ActaAeth I, no. 23) to King George IV, with a document written on behalf 
of Subagadis by W. Coffin. According to these documents, Subagadis built 
three or four new churches and renovated four old ones by that time. One of 
the churches must have been A$bi Sallase (see below); another one was 
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the last years of the tenure of the Metropolitan abunà Qerallos7. Re
markably, Asbi Sallase is today the only church of the town. It is 
situated within the spacious churchyard, just next to a small valley 
and a picturesque groove (practically the only green spots in the 
town)8.

cAdwa Madhane cAlam (in 1823-25, see Pankhurst 1982:222). The latter 
was described as the finest and most impressive round church of Ethiopia, 
cf. DAE III, 51, “...das am vollkommensten und reichsten durchgebildete 
Beispiel einer abessinischen Rundkirche....”. Also Budge 1928:159 refers to 
Madhane cAlam and Hnda Sallase at cAdwa (the latter built by Yohannas 
IV) as “...the most famous round churches in Abyssinia”. However, Suba- 
gadis ran into conflict with the numerous and influential clergy of Madhane 
cAlam, when they, being unhappy with their master’s intimate relations with 
the missionaries, refused in January 1831 to let Christian Kugler be buried 
at Madhane cAlam. The conflict might have made a specific, though indi
rect contribution to Subagadis’s defeat at May Hslamay on 14 February 
1831 (cf. Tsegay Berhe G. Libanos in: EÆ III, 884b-885b; see also Abir 
1968:35f.; Crummey 1972:37f.; Parkyns 1853:116, who gives a curious 
description of psychological condition of Subagadis on the eve of the bat
tle).
6 As follows from the documents discussed below, the church was founded 
by dàggazmac Subagadis during the reign of King Gigar (1821-26), the rule 
of ras Yamam of the Yaggu dynasty over Gondar, Bagemdar and Amhara, 
who succeeded his father ras Gwagsa Marsa in 1825 and died in 1828 (see 
Abir 1968:33-34; Crummey / Red. in: EÆ II, 906b-07a).
7 Abunà Qerallos was brought from Egypt by ras Walda Sallase; he arrived 
in Ethiopia in February 1816, shortly before Walda Sallase’s death (Conti 
Rossini 1916:826, 889f.). In Ethiopia, Qerallos had a turbulent and difficult 
career that ended in grave conflict with Subagadis. The latter’s dissatisfac
tion and anger with the Metropolitan are expressed in his letter to the Coptic 
Patriarch Bûtrûs VII (ActaAeth I, 26-27, no. 22; the letter was never deliv
ered), which also contains a request to send another metropolitan. However, 
Qerallos remained in office until his death towards 1828 (he was buried in 
cAdwa Madhane cAlam, see Conti Rossini 1916:830, 893; see also Tedeschi 
in: CE IV, 1032f.).
8 The groove is hiding a couple of s^W-springs and another small church 
dedicated to St. Zar°a Buruk. It seems that the church is at least of the same
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Asbi Sollase witnessed the history of the area, while its annals 
preserve numerous records concerning the religious, social and eco
nomic activities of the local population. The library of the church is 
known to comprise a substantial number of manuscripts. One of the 
most remarkable books of Asbi Sollase is its “Golden Gospels”, a co
dex that was donated to the church upon its foundation by daggazmac 
Subagadis9. In keeping with the old tradition, the “Golden Gospels” of

age as Asbi Ssllase, or even older. When I passed through Asbi in February 
2008, the church was temporarily closed and the tabot was removed from it; 
one of the walls of the church had a large crack, and, reportedly, the water 
was gathering within the church building.
9 The codex bearing the signature C3-IV-343 (of the Ministry of Culture and 
Education) was examined in 2002 and partly photographed in 2005 by Mi
chael Gervers and Ewa Balicka-Witakowska (unfortunately, the manuscript 
has been inaccessible ever since, and I did not have a chance to verify the 
foliation). Bound in the common way (the boards covered with leather), the 
codex has dimensions 47 x 49 x 51cm and contains some 248 parchment 
folios. The main text of the book, the Gospels, is written in two columns, 
19-21 lines each. The handwriting, though typical for the late 18th/early 19th 
century, is fine and executed by a trained hand, and thus very different from 
the marginal notes. Red elements in punctuation marks are also carefully 
done. Fol. 2r-v is occupied by drawings (incomplete miniatures). Each Gos
pel is preceded by the “preface of the Gospel” (Màqdama Wangel) followed 
by the stichometry (cf. Zuurmond 1989, part I, 14-16), and is concluded 
with the “postscript” (cf. Zuurmond 1989, part I, 29).
The content of the codex can be described as follows: fol. lr-lva colophon 
mentioning daggazmac Subagadis and his baptismal name Zâ-Manfâs Qad- 
dus, washed out but still discernible, and Mk 1:1-14 only; fol. 2r-v unfin
ished miniatures: Nativity and Flight to Egypt, Baptism of Christ and Trans
figuration resp.; fol. 3r colophon again with one name washed out and the 
baptismal name of Subagadis, the names of his father Walda Lacul and his 
mother Walattâ Sayon added (in fact, the name washed out was that of Sub
agadis; someone did that in order to include, in smaller script, the names of 
both the commissioner of the manuscript and his parents); fols. 3r-117r the 
Gospel of Matthew and the Gospel of Mark follow (in the beginning of the 
preface to the latter, the name of Subagadis washed out and then the three 
names added), completed by the “postscripts”; fols. 117r-195v the Gospel 
of Luke (beginning without the colophon), with the “preface” and the “post
script”; fols. 195v-246v the Gospel of John (beginning without the colo- 
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Asbi Sallase incorporated a large number of additional Amharic notes 
which are unrelated to the manuscript’s main content. While the Gos
pel texts represent an example of the common recent eclectic text and 
are of lesser scholarly interest, the additional notes - marginalia or 
additiones™ - build an extensive documentary corpus for the study of 
the political, social and economic history of the region over a long 
period of time. The “Golden Gospels” of Asbi Sollase contains over 
200 such notes, which cover the period from the foundation of the 
church to the 1950s11.

The minor part of the earlier records, including also the earliest 
ones from the time of daggazmac Subagadis, is written in red. Starting 
with the time of Monilak II, the records are written in black ink, while 
many dozens of notes (mostly on purchase and sale of the property 
like houses and plots of land) that come from the years after the war 
and occupation of 1935-41 are executed in pen12.

phon), with the “preface” and the “postscript”. The trilingual document 
discussed below occupies fol. 197v, i.e. follows the “preface” of the Gospel 
of John [the stichometry of John ends fol. 197r], and precedes the Gospel of 
John beginning fol. 198r.
10 Bausi 1994:16-19; cf. Lusini 1998:5f.
11 The most recent documents written on the added folios are dated 1958-60 
Ethiopian callendar. The additiones of the “Golden Gospels” of Asbi 
Sallase cover most of the topics usual for such kind of documents, except 
for those related to the monastic life.
12 For the bibliography on Ethiopian “Golden Gospel” books see Bausi
1997:14. The “Golden Gospels” of A$bi Sallase may be referred to as an 
example of the Gospel book that was extensively used for non-religious pur
pose, i.e. writing down the additiones. The notes (many of them stamped with 
seals) occupy virtually the entire space left below the columns of the biblical 
text on the most folios (though the ones containing the Gospel of Mark were 
left free); by including additional parchment leaves, the capacity of the book 
to accommodate records was further increased, and it was transformed into an 
“archive” of the local affairs. All the additiones are in Amharic (even though 
the language is sometimes incorrect or clumsy and shows heavy influence of 
Tagranna). Here are some examples of the most interesting pre-1935 records: 
(fol. 80r [before the Gospel of Mark]) - a record concerning the death date of 
daggazmac Subagadis (^A^ : : ZÏÎ : hrfA’f
hm : OPM;* : : AZh"?'* : AA^A ...); a long record
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concerning a dispute over a plot of land : P”7A.h :
: “ItMl : : AÜWÏf' : X4IC7 : ®C[X]: P°47î : AJH- : PX^U? :
P°^C : PAP : : PAP : WM : aXA : A"7hd<i>...); a record
concerning the change of the status of an agricultural area into the cfe5ca-land 
(HW : P°7A.h : v'»'}'?/"* : <d(]£#A : X4IC7 : ^A'b'ttA : ÂC^A : 
P^ÏQA : ...; for a short summary on desc, see Favali in: EÆII, 143b-
44a); a record concerning property transactions from the time of dàggazmac 
Tadla Abba Gubon, the long-lasting governor of Kabtta Awlacalo (0^’A : 
APP” : *7»iA : fl^P^UC : C:A : ^P^CVA [sic!]...). Between the stichometry 
and the text of Lukas, two (added) folios are fully occupied by records. On 
fol. 120r, there are two documents; the major concern of one of them is the 
return of a parcel of land, which had been used illegally by other people, to its 
owner : A^A : I0fl£ : : AP’A, : 0S&+7 :
07-7/^^ : HtD-W : ®(1XA^ : (D^ïî : <SA : : ^TT/^AïA :
(IâXtTïA : A.Ê4 : ^A<b7>A : fl^P^AC : <PA£ : : ^rACłł
...). On fol. I20v, there are three documents, among them a long record 
stamped with a seal, concerning the partition of a rasf-plot in which dàg
gazmac Tâdla Abba Gubon took part : A-.AA : JüfïÈ : PAC :
: Aco-AÆ- : PCAAP” : AdW^C.PP0 : hAA^C.PP” : :
ÇAü^..; as it can be assumed from some of the documents, the acquisition of 
land plots was instrumental for Tadla’s tightening grip on the region). The 
following added leaf (between fols. 120v and 120r) contains a text only on the 
recto-side; it is a long record concerning the settlement of a dispute between 
two churches, A$bi Dara Giyorgis and Barka Gabra Mânfâs Qaddus 
(n^’TAA.lh : ATTZ^V : ^f.A : /"4*^ : W-tv : :
l-W : (Dfl^P^AO : *°AXh : ?>A : A4* : ^VlX-A : IgfgT :
P”AćA). On fol. 197r (preceding the document under discussion), there is a 
register of nm-holders of the church, initiated during the tenure of the first 
head, mamhar Gabra Maryam (and opening with his name), which includes 
priests and dàbtàras of the church, but also dàggazmac Subagadis (Sab3a 
Gadis) himself and his sons dàggazmac Wâlda Mika3el, dàggazmac Hagos, 
abeto Gwangwal and a number of other abetos\ the register shows the traces of 
many corrections and updatings (P/^AA. : AC : X7H4 : PhU9A : :

: (HA • GT* ’'}' ::). On the recto side of the ultimate folio, there are 
records concerning the books and the paraphernalia of the church (e.g.:
: A\AA : (llMA : AF : P-f-fem^ : PZ"4A> : XA : 16 P°'}^<b : : rZJ£o :
>fl>-...). This folio is followed by three additional double leaves, full of re
cords.
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I.
The most important documents included in the Gospel book are 

a few lÇ^-century records dealing with issues and provisions meant to 
secure the well-being and status of Asbi Sollase and its clergy as well 
as the descendants of daggazmac Subagadis, the founder of the church 
(see below). The land charter, written and granted to A$bi Sollase upon 
its foundation (some time in 1825-26 or shortly thereafter), is the most 
remarkable record preserved in the manuscript (fol. 197v; see fig.). 
Despite the comparatively recent date, it is interesting from several 
points of view. First, its main language is Amharic, and the document 
is thus one of the early samples within its genre13, the fact reminiscent

13 Amharic documents from the 18th-early 19th century are not rare; how
ever, it seems that in the time of Subagadis the primary document of an 
individual church, i.e. the charter documenting the act of gMa//-granting to 
the church upon its foundation, had to be written in Gacaz, and not Amharic. 
Gacaz would be preferably used also for the so-called sarit, i.e. the docu
ment establishing the number of individuals (clergy, dàbtàra and others) 
associated with the church (despite the reference in Crummey 2000:176f., 
for an example of a proper sàrit, see Wion 2003:94-97, passim, and annex 
43), and for other land charters (“feudal deeds”) granted to the church at 
different occasions (e.g., there are virtually no Amharic pieces among the 
103 documents of the Liber Axumae, CRLAxumae 18-66 t.). The founda
tion of a big church was a significant event, with serious consequences for 
the area and its population in all spheres of life, which required that the 
main document of the church be written in Gacaz, the sacred language of the 
liturgy. However, later internal records of a “lower level” - transfer of rim
plots, registers of ecclesiastic possessions etc. could be written also in Am
haric. A classic example of such a distribution may be the Gospel book 
from the church of Hamarà Noh, Gondâr, with the foundation charter in 
Gacaz from 1709-11 [Guidi 1906:654, no. 4] and numerous lS^-century 
Amharic “additional notes”; cf. also the documents from Dabrâ Sàhay 
Qwasqwam, the foundation document (“institutional grant”, remarkably, 
without mentioning the term gwalt) in Gacaz and Amharic records dealing 
with distribution of land parcels to individuals (Crummey 2000:172, doc. 2; 
176, doc. 3 [in index, p. 362, indicated as “foundation document”], 178, 
doc. 4).
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of the role played by this language also in non-Amharic speaking areas 
of the Ethiopian Highlands, at least in Asbi and southern Togray14. 
Second, the land charter of Asbi Sallase is not one single monolingual 
text. Its main part, in Amharic (see below, I.iv), is accompanied by 
some interrelated additions in three languages: Amharic, Coptic 
(Bohairic) and Arabic (I.i-I.iii, I.v-I.vi). Though not unknown, the 
cases of Arabic and Coptic notes and additions in Ethiopian manu
scripts are rare15 and may be suggestive of the personal involvement of 
the metropolitan, the highest religious authority of the country, or refer 
to some specific circumstances or events related to the history of a 
manuscript and the church to which the manuscript used to belong. In 
the case of A$bi Sollase, its foundation was a step taken by daggazmac 
Subagadis for consolidating his power, to which the presence of Met-

14 Today, the exact circumstances of the writing of the charter cannot be 
reconstructed; it is not easy to say why the scribe did not follow the usual 
practice. Possibly, it can be partly explained by the general powerful influ
ence of the culture of Gondarine kingdom, of which the main language was 
Amharic. Mastering Tagrsnna and Irob languages, Subagadis might have 
spoken Amharic at least well enough or even fluently, and certainly appre
ciated this language as a means of internal and even external communica
tion (cf. the letters of Subagadis referred to above; at the same time, all 
other known charters and documents related to Subagadis are in Gacaz, see 
CRLAxumae, nos. 73 [g*sit charter given to Subagadis], 76, 83, 84, 85 [reg
ister of the clergy], 86, 87). It is striking to find in the Gospel book of A$bi 
Sallase virtually not a single line in Tagranna, the language of the area, also 
of the post-1941 period (which for this time can possibly be attributed to the 
results of “Amharisation” policy).
15 As examples of Arabic notes and records in Ethiopian manuscripts, one 
should recall the document of 1375 in the so-called Gospel book of Krastos 
Tasfana (Pâwlos Sâdwâ 1952:23f.; Schneider 1970:79-82, “Acte I”), with a 
few Coptic additions; and the Arabic land charter from the Gospel book of 
Lalibala Madhane cAlam, issued by King Dawit II (Schneider 1970:82-85), 
with the Coptic document (corresponding to the Arabic charter?) which 
were left without translation; cf. also a few Arabic documents included into 
the Gospel book of Qoma Fasiladas (Wion 2004), and a hint to an Arabic 
addition in the Gospel book of Hawzen Tâklâ Haymanot (Crummey 
2000:169).
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ropolitan abunà Qerallos (in fact, the church was built “for him”, see 
below) was supposed to give additional splendour, solemnity and au
thority. The traces of the Metropolitan’s involvement are the passages 
of the text which the local clergymen were barely able to read. The 
Amharic document was thus the only functional portion of the text, the 
Arabic and Coptic additions being purely “decorative”.

The entire trilingual document is presented below, with a dis
cussion concerning some philological and historical issues related to 
specific passages. Apart from the main Amharic charter, there are four 
Coptic and four Arabic additions on the same fol. 197v. Among them, 
three Arabic passages are translations of the corresponding Coptic 
passages (grouped accordingly). One Coptic passage (I.v) which ex
tends on the right margin of the page has no corresponding translation 
but is attached to the main Amharic text as its continuation. The larg
est Arabic piece (I.vi) at the bottom is, in fact, a summary of the main 
Amharic charter. The entire structure of the document roughly corre
sponds to the usual structure of Gocoz land charters16:

1) Invocation: I.i - I.ii;
2) Grantor and grantee, list of the estates: Liii - I.iv;
3) List of the contemporary rulers: I.iv;
4) Type of the grant: I.iv;
5) Legal regulation concerning the gwdlt\ I.iv;
6) Immunity clause: I.iv;
7) Sanction: I.iv - I.v.

The Amharic charter shows some uncertainties of the language 
usage. At the very beginning of the document, the scribe used 1st per
son sing, pronoun ana, not Amharic ane; at the same time, for what
ever reason, he did not make use of the opening and concluding Gocaz 
formulas, which are not unusual in many 18th- or ^-century Amharic 
texts17. Curiously, the functions of these formulas seem to have been 
assigned instead to the Arabic/Coptic additions.

16Cf. Huntingford 1965:4-8; cf. Kropp 2005a:121-37.
17 Including the legal documents; cf., e.g., the asylum-charter of Darasge 
Maryam, issued between 1833 and 1840 (Kropp 2005:198).
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Even though the charter was supposed to be the church’s main 
document of juridical character, it alone could not be useful for the 
purpose of administering the church lands and extracting its tributes 
without some additional documents, giving more specific information 
as to the revenues and the benefits of the church. The manuscript con
tains such records, some of them being represented below (I.vii-I.ix 
and II.i-II.ii). It is difficult to establish the precise chronology of these 
documents, yet they were certainly meant to be considered and con
sulted along with the main charter; at the same time, taken alone, these 
documents might have had no legal authority in the traditional prac
tice18. Today they are indispensable for the understanding of the char
ter, and vice versa; taken together, they help to understand the organi
sation of the economic life of the church and the local area. The

18 Thus, the article does not only offer a philological study applying to the 
documents the usual methods of the philological approach, but it also strives 
to consider the functions of the texts as parts of the documentary corpus of 
the Gospel book of Asbi Ssllase. Here appears the relevance of the refer
ence to Ethiopian “Golden Gospel” books as medieval “archives”, the study 
of which should be different from the usual practice of picking up, publish
ing and translating separate documents. While some of the older studies 
dealing with the documents provide more in respect to the coherency, em
bracing an “archive” as fully as possible (Guidi 1906; CRLAxumae [cf. 
Bausi 1997:13-23]), later the dominant method was to discuss separate 
documents (among the recent studies, see Kropp 2005, 2005a). However, as 
justly argued by Kropp (2001:116f.), “The principle of interpretation is not 
to concentrate on isolated documents but to treat the whole bulk of docu
ments inscribed in the MS as an interrelated archive; each piece of evidence 
sheds light on the other and vice versa”. Even though more advanced phi
lological methods have been applied in some recent studies (e.g., Kropp 
1998; Bausi 1996:24-44 [description of and excerpts from the Gospel of 
Dabra Maryam Qohayn]), the notes and records of the “Golden Gospel” 
books and similar “archives” appear difficult for treating them as corpus 
due to their amount and complexity, and present technical and methodo
logical problems still waiting for solutions. Such manuscripts as the Gospel 
book of A$bi Sallase and their marginalia as a “mirror” of the life of the 
society (“porteurs d’information et de documents sur le société”, Uhlig 
1999:97) at times require the students to go far beyond a purely philological 
essay.
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trilingual document is reproduced and translated below, with some 
commentaries facilitating its understanding.

I.i.
Coptic: nittJOT II€ “Glory to God (alone)!”19
Arabic: *JJ .i? .11 “Glory be to God in the highest!”20 21

Lii.
Coptic: b€N «ï>PaN U$>lUJy H€U 
iHSHPi neumnraai e0OT[&B ojtnot^ notuj prf1 
“In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Spirit, one God.”
Arabic* jloJ^ji Aj'yi qaiaâli (jj'yi iuVI
“In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 

Spirit, one God.”

Liii.
Coptic: II1&HK1 KTP12V2<OC
“Cyril the meek”
Arabic: II
“Cyril the meek”

19 = Soli Deo Gloria; for the expressions with Coptic possessive pronouns, 
see Mallon 1956, §§87-88.
20 The beginning of Luke 2:14 “Glory be to God in the highest [and upon 
earth peace, good-will among men]”. Cf. the same quotation written as a 
monogram on the letters by Metropolitan abunà Salama, dated 10 June 
1844 (ActaAeth I, 106f., no. 83), 2 August 1849 (ActaAeth I, 162f., no. 
125); and also Luke 2:14 inscribed in full on Salama’s seal on the same 
letters as well as on some others (ActaAeth I, 202f., no. 149; 216f., no. 161; 
240f., no. 181, cf. p. XX; cf. also the Amharic letter of Salama stamped with 
his seal, ibid. 82, nos. 65). Neither epistolary documents issued by nor the 
seal of abunà Qerallos have been discovered so far.
21The second part of the second line of the formula is difficult to read.
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I.iv.
Amharic: (fol. 20va) M ■ : MA : * ‘JAH, 4

«"«lb + A/"AA, 4 AfcJfrf"?* * A-'l.^.A : f*Ad- : + ft* 4
hCA*/7 : hAAlb 4 *T>A>*r -: J5» : AA- :
A<™?”UC 4 141^ 4 "7Cfi>" : h3dft 4 A£+7 4 TA*> 4 (fol. 20vb) 
5A1C : X-AZ : AA?° 4 RA : «HLÇ 4 AA* 4 Adj’ll 4 "7)& : ^A> 
4 +<lç 4 md+y” 4 4 av+z- 4 h®?°AC* 4 aa.-3 4
naz- : 4 v-az-* 4 jtn«A ;: tix&ô ■ aM : iff : *6c 4 x.a“7
: "7/* 4 hAClf : AC 4 AT’A 4 llAVK, : AT’A. 4 tfldft 4 
AT’A. 4 h®rAC* 4 A4°A. 4 hTXC* :: (Uie”>) 4 ^C*(fol. 
20vc)A 4 fl^T?/"*22 4 A7*/"> > 7..JC : ®AZ-AA 4 A. "7?” 4 
®AX?*"7* : AG.^.A : ®AMfiy 4 AftV : «frCA-A : JBU 4 IbA 4 
TA* : Amih 4 AK-AZ 4 /-Ari, : A-C : A'HIA :: AH.U : Â-AC : 
P**A+ : TA* : AOTm : A# : AAft* : W'A : £th? : 
ACA-S’” : A.*** : A®7£,T’* : PT*®- : AX* : ®7£- : /’A* : 
ATKlfT : PAStTV* : MXft : A# : flQ : jLlbT : ^$^1«.?° : 
£h®” : 41A» : A.A : : (D-T-li : £i47 : ®"PH : £ih’> :
TT/"?® : A?X}£T1 : ®-[’*]Tf : £l>? : AAA : /"AA. : £ft : *CA-A

(fol. 20va) “He said23: ‘I, Cyril, the Metropolitan of Ethiopia, ar
rived at A$bi. In the Trinity - the church which was built (for) me by 
düggazmac Subagadis - I delimited the precinct, (and) we appointed 
mamhar and qomos'24. Having separated from A?bi, we gave a gvalt to 
mümhar GâbrS Maryam (fol. 20vb)25. Five countries (of) Dâbrâ

22 The words added above the line and on the right margin: AÆ'AA./’ : 
hATXC* : 0+41 : mA. : AAA.
23 In the Amharic text this word concludes the sentence (... ++’A7*7° 4 
V9°7 4 A A)
24 Qomos (from Ar. qummus) is an old senior church title; the ecclesiastics 
bearing these titles were usually Copts accompanying the bishops (see Nos- 
nitsin in: EÆ II, 342a-344b) and the patriarch, coming to Ethiopia from 
Egypt (cf. the description in KidanS Wald Kafle 1948:786b; cf. also Guidi 
1901:249).
25 Written in red by another hand, the words 03>} : '"’XIC : “His
land is Sa’ada MMqabar” are added above the line. One would like to think 
that Sâcada MSqabar is the g" alt given to the mamhar, this is, however,
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Sâlam26, Saba cAyna27, Osât, Adyab, May Mâsanu, Qâfana, Tarâqam, 
Śamra, Afqâra; from Wâmbârta28: Baliga with its ‘door’, Nabrat29, 
Dobbab; from Sorac3°: Gra Ho$a, Qwârir, Falag Mayat; from Arho31 
door amole, from Sânafe amole, from A$bi amole, from Wânbârta 
amole, from (H)ndarta (amolé). In the year of Mark (fol. 20vc), during 
the reign32 of King Gigar, (in the time of) ras Imam, and daggazmac 
Subagadis, and our metropolitan, abuna Cyril, I gave all this gwalt to 
Dâbra Sollase Sur Anbâsa. May the gwalt, which was granted to this 
church, remain in the hand of the marnhar for abeto Gwangwol. If he 
dies, (let it be) for his brothers, the sons of the lord. If the male (line of 
the family) dies out, (let it be for) the one whom a (daughter) of dag
gazmac Subagadis will marry. Let no other (marnhar) be appointed 
under the pretext that the (present) marnhar became weak; let him be 
excommunicated, let him be excommunicated, let him be excommuni

doubtful, since these words are the rest of another text which had been 
washed out.
26 Dâbrâ Sâlam is an old and today famous church of Aksumite type, situ
ated in a cave a few kilometers north-west of Asbi (among the recent publi
cations, see, e.g., Balicka-Witakowska in: EÆII, 37a-39b). “Five countries” 
must be areas that had paid tributes to that church, and that were re-assigned 
to A?bi Sallase.
27 A locality with a church dedicated to Çerqos (Qirqos; St. Cyriacus), situ
ated a few kilometres to the east of A?bi (Plant 1973:37).
28 Historical region in eastern Tagray, later a sub-district (makattal wardda) 
within Kalattâ Awlacalo awragga.
29 Nâbrat or cAddi Nabrat, a village in the vicinity of Asbi.
30 Historical region in eastern Tagray which played a role in the monastic 
movement of the Ewosçateans (see Lusini 1993), later a wàràda of Kalatta 
Awlacalo, with the capital Agulac (the place of a famous archaeological site, 
see Curtis I O’Mahoney in: EÆ I, 153).
31 On Arho see above, note 2.
32 The words added above the line and on the right margin: “...Ad Aliga, 
from Hndarta cAqab Tali, Sasâla”. These are the names of other tributaries 
of the church which were added later. In the charter, their place is not quite 
clear, yet the obligations of these localities appear elsewhere, e.g., in docu
ment II.i (see below).
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cated. The king may not enter (the gwalt); let him be excommunicated. 
Through the mouth of the Trinity, Cyril said...”

I.V.
Coptic: II€2£€ KTPlA2kOC II1&HK1 OTON N1B€N 

Hen caxi e^e^wni n^ri^eeusk
“Cyril, the meek, said: anyone who will change our words be 

anathema!”

I.vi.
Arabic: à * fl «« -ŁII LjjJj Ju-» «. a fl^JI lju*

“This waqf should be in the hands of our beloved son, Qanqul 
[Gwangwol], a son of rtfs Subâqâdis [Subagadis]; and if he dies, it 
should be for his brothers, sons of the master, from generation to gen
eration till the end (of the world). And if they [i.e., their lines] are cut, 
a daughter (of Subagadis) should be given preference, (and the waqf) 
should be in her hand. Verily, they are the sons of the master; the 
church is (at) their disposal and the waqf is (at) their disposal. They 
appoint and dismiss there the head and the mamhar3\ Let anyone who 
would dare and erase this writing be excommunicated and cut with the 
mouth of the Trinity, and mouth of mine, Cyril the meek.”

33 A rare example of the Arabic transcription of an Ethiopian ecclesiastic 
title (I am grateful to Dr. S. Frantsouzoff, St. Petersburg, for valuable hints). 
It appears that initially the scribe did not realize that mamhar is not an Ara
bic word but considered it as qualifier to al-ra3is and he started to write, 
accordingly, the definite article. While writing it, he understood that he is 
wrong and he put the conjunction wa, separating the two words.
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The deviations of the Arabic text from its Amharic Vorlage can 
be explained by the translator’s knowledge of Amharic being not quite 
sufficient to understand one of the main points of the document, con
cerning the role of Subagadis’s daughter. In any case, as we designated 
above, the role of the Arabic document was not central, and the trans
lator produced, in fact, a summary of only a part of the main Amharic 
text without caring much about the accuracy of the details.

There is one specific feature concerning the structure of the 
Amharic document: it is composed of two different parts. The initial 
one is issued from the person of abunà Qerollos, and ends with the 
word “he said” (AA-). As to the second part, i.e. the proper legal 
document, it is not quite clear who issued it. While one would think 
that the words “I gave” (Amib; sic for the standard AT7>/rtTh-) refer 
to Subagadis, who is the founder of the church, he is not mentioned 
explicitly as grantor, as would be obligatory in the documents of this 
kind (this probably reflecting the uncertain character of Subagadis’ 
power).

Apart from those mentioned above, there are a number of some 
other language uncertainties in the Amharic text. 1st pers. plur. of 
AJ&'tT * 'fcA'bV (“having separated..., we gave a gw alt”) is inconsis
tent with 1st pers. sing. “I gave” (Amih) and somewhat misleading in 
view of “we appointed” (7fP°>), referring to another person (the Met
ropolitan). Other imperfections34 are suggestive of the origin of the 
Amharic charter, released first as an oral proclamation, and written 
down immediately or shortly thereafter. The punctuation marks used 
in the text are more decorative than practical.

34 Such as: (màsahu, perhaps under the influence of Togranna) in
stead of (màtahu); : T-'V (yàtàsàrra-ccaiïn) where the separa
tion of the suffixes may be occasional, but the correct form for “which was 
built for me” would be yatasarraććdlldńfi; on fol. 20 vb, (bdra) appar
ently instead of barwa; on fol. 20vc, (daggaćmać) may be a col
loquial variant for the standard dàggazmac, which occasionally entered 
document; finally, the form (D'>£'T’:K (wandamoccu, “his brothers”) is a 
feature of the colloquial language, the correct one for the written (today also 
for the standard spoken) language would be wandamamaccu or wandd- 
mamaććoćću; see also below note 44.
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It is not difficult to recognise that the Amharic charter was most 
probably the Vorlage of a Gacaz document thought to be directly 
linked to the foundation of the church Asbi Sallase, namely, the g*alt- 
charter published by Conti Rossini in the compendium Liber Axu- 
mae35. Unexpectedly, the “Golden Gospels” of Asbi does not contain 
this Gacaz document. It may be possible that it is preserved in another 
manuscript of A$bi Sallase’s extensive library and could be discovered 
in the future by means of a careful check of the books belonging to the 
church. However, there may be also another explanation. The Gocaz 
document published by Conti Rossini was taken from MS d’Abbadie 
152 that was produced some time (in the 1840s?) after the foundation 
of A?bi Sollase. Not much is known about this manuscript36. One can 
assume that the texts it encompasses37 were copied at the request of 
d’Abbadie from one or more manuscripts. There is no information 
either on the scribe or the commissioner of the manuscript, or on the 
place or the circumstances of its production, as in the case of some 
other paper manuscripts from the same collection38. One can not over
look the fact that the Gacaz document in d’Abbadie 152, taken without 
the accompanying records, could be of limited utility only39. In other 

35 CRLAxumae, no. 82, 58-59L, 69-70tr.
36 See the description of the paper manuscript in d’Abbadie 1859:165 (“31 
sur 22; volume de papier vergé acheté au Caire; 86 feuillets écrits sur deux 
colonnes”), Chaîne 1912:92f., Conti Rossini 1914:205, no. 205.
37 Apart from the string of documents, which were published in the Liber 
Axumae, the manuscript contains four different texts (see Conti Rossini 
1914:205). Concerning the grant charters, d’Abbadie writes: “Donations des 
rois à l’église de Aksum, et récits abrégés de quelques événements, extraits 
des feuillets blancs de l’Évangile d’or <d’>'LA : H®Cł, à Aksum; 14 
feuillets” (d’Abbadie 1859:165); in d’Abbadie 152, the documents follow 
upon the Kdbra Nàgâst and, indeed, might have been copied from a manu
script in the possession of Aksum Sayon. For the moment, however, I have 
been unable to find any trace of the Gacaz charter in the scattered informa
tion concerning the library of the cathedral.
38 E.g. some of them were copied for d’Abbadie by Fr. Giusto da Urbino.
39 Unless it was used only as a copy securing the validity and legal authority 
of the original, preserved at A?bi Sallase (cf. Kropp 2005 :194f.). This was 
probably the case with some other documents collected in the Liber Axu-
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words, it can not be excluded that the Amharic charter was the origi
nal, and only later was it translated into Gocoz, perhaps by the scribe 
collecting materials for d’Abbadie.

As to the text in d’Abbadie 152, the translator easily produced 
well-standardized initial and final parts of the Gacoz document40. He 
explicitly mentioned Subagadis as grantor in the beginning ('l-A'blr : 
M : £)? : : A'flA^Æ’fl ...), and dropped the “non-
conventional” first part of the Amharic charter coming from abund 
Qerollos. However, he encountered difficulties rendering the main 
clause of the Amharic document. As the result, there are some substan
tial deviations between the Amharic and Gocoz versions.

For example, in the string of toponyms : hATAXL :
(IC...41 the translator added bar to each place, and, possibly, tried to 
“clarify” it by changing the position of Arho and thus explaining that 
all the amole were extracted (or brought) from there; by this, the num
ber of the customs was reduced to four, whereas originally it was 
meant to be five. Conti Rossini’s translation of the document - “J’ai 
donné un amolê sur la douane de...” - is doser to the original sense 
than Huntingford’s rendering: “I have given an amolë on the customs

mae, which would be the main documents referring to the fact of the trans
action, while the additional records were not copied, but were available only 
in the local archives (cf. CRLAxumae, no. 81, a hint in the grant of Suba
gadis to Dâbra Barbare and Makana Aksst refering to “...the remaining 
charters in the archives of MakanS Akast”). Generally speaking, the produc
ing of the copies of the legal documents, especially land charters, was not 
unusual (see Kropp 2005:138f.).
40 The text was given a proper Gacsz invocation ((lAh-'fed' : Adi • :

::), a list of the names of Aksum dignitaries (not men
tioned in the Amharic document: naburà ad of Aksum Walda Mika°el; 
qayasa gàbàz Za’amanu^el; [the words : 170 ^7.7 : ARf'T :
(DhUT'tY do not make much sense; see Conti Rossini’s interpretation, 
CRLAxumae 70, line 4 (tr.)] màggabi Wàlda Dangd; “children” [daqiq\ of 
naburà ad abeto MSlku and abeto Abessalom). The concluding part of the 
charter (Immunity clause/sanction) also keeps the defiant words prohibiting 
the King to enter.
41 Corresponding to: AA74» : AT*A.... Amib, words standing far from each 
other in the Amharic charter.
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post...”, but both scholars seem to have been perplexed by this sen
tence42, which is, indeed, difficult to understand without the Vorlage. 
Apart from this, the document in d’Abbadie 152 adds a locality which 
seems to be completely new, namely, Mâcargat; Ad Alàga may be 
scriptio defectiva for Ad Aliga (cf. also below, Il.i.).

Another important passage is the one clarifying who will be re
sponsible for the gwalt and on behalf of whom, involving the marnhar 
and abeto Gwangwal, the former “holding” the gwalt for the latter. 
D’Abbadie 152’s passage ITH'Z '■ Tśrf' ’ fH-A^h* ... 7”AA : 
?"^'”43 looks like a careless rendering of the Amharic text. Both 
modem translators of the document considered Gwangwal and the ab
bot of the church the same person. In d’Abbadie 152, more confusion 
has been added by the word "L.00^ lit. “his tenure”, which does not 
suit the sentence; it might be an re-interpretation or misreading of 

“if he dies” of the Amharic document, mistakenly separated 
from the following sentence (see above: XCrW° : (LT^...). In 
d’Abbadie 152, the sentence • £OT<D-;b... is also diffi
cult, and must have appeared puzzling for both Conti Rossini and 
Huntingford. I assume that the Amharic charter renders the conditions 
of the gwalt correct: the person, for whom the marnhar was supposed to 
hold the g*dlt, was Gwangwol, the youngest son of Subagadis. When 
Gwangwal would die, the gwalt was to be handed to his brothers. In the 
case of all the brothers - sons of Subagadis - dying, the gwalt was to be 
held by the husband(s) of Subagadis’s daughter(s)44, possibly to pass, 
later, to their children, i.e. grandsons of Subagadis (see below). At this 
point, the Arabic version of the Amharic document also fails to render 
the essence of the original.

At a later time, the free space of fol. 197v was used for three 
more additions:

42 See CRLAxumae 70 (tr.), line 6-9 and note 2; cf. Huntingford 1965:72 
(and Pankhurst 1982:232).
43 See CRLAxumae 70 (tr.), lines 15-21.
44 The Amharic sentence should be understood as:
:[A.ł’] : AJ? : /’IQ : £ibT, reading somewhat uncertain in view of the 
absence of the accusative marker -n.
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I.vii.
Apparently, the note concerns the obligations of the people of 

the settlement (“community”) of A$bi to their own church, which was 
mentioned in the main charter in the most concise way (“from Asbi 
amole”)', it explains precisely from where revenues for the church 
should be extracted45:

: xh-A : PJtAA-pF] : Xh<A : A/~A(1 : ia>* :
: rwnc :

“Half of the spices, half of the commission are for Sallase; as to 
the village headmanship, it is for the community.”46

I.viii.
The record concerning the transfer of the rim of the head of the 

church, mentioned in the main Amharic charter:

45 It would be reasonable to assume that similar notes might exist also for 
other places mentioned as those paying a tax in amole for A$bi, described in 
the charter in the most unspecified way: “From Arho door amole, from 
Sanafe amole, ... from Wànbârta amole, from (H)ndarta (amole)...” (see 
above).
46 The scribe must have forgotten to put the stroke over *î', writing the word 
dallaloćć, the plural of dallai (Kane 1990, vol. 2, 1707), which in this case 
apparently refers to a half of amoles paid as commission fee at the salt mar
ket. The Amharic charter only mentions the kind of the revenue, but does 
not specify any precise quantity of amole, since the commission fee was not 
constant. The tribute was easy to collect, since the fee was to be paid for 
each deal at A$bi market. The control was to be executed by the authority, 
referred to as çaqannat (“headmanship”, see Kane 1990, II, 2222; the term 
derived from çaqa sum), which was in the hands of the local community, i.e. 
rnahbar (see Kane 1990,1, 136-37; II, 1192; here, the term must refer to the 
grown-up male members of the community). The first part of the note refer
ring to the “spices” must refer to a similar scheme (spices being, in fact, the 
most common object of trade on markets).
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I'M : "IC??0 : P^>P°UC : Ó9° : A+hA : P-417A : Anv : 
Ph'fl'fc : 69° : *t-hA : Ÿ'àitiX : : <feA : d9°<h • (1/^AA. :
.PA : TA-ł* : 1HhC : A^"? • (tónM : HC : ACT : A^lTł : AA : 
‘TWIC .’ A£ib'ź : h^U : Jhl : fa>“l : g&M : jBhAA

“Gâbrâ Maiyam gave47 the rim of the mamhar to Tàklâ Yohan- 
nas; Takla Yohannas bought the rim of Kâbte, the guarantor being 
priest RSmha; if a commemoration service go (out from) the gwolt 
which is in (the church of) Sallase48 49, (or) a wedding will be staged in 
c atari zoro*\ it should not happen without (the participation of) the 
community. Anyone who breaks this law should pay two steers.”

Lix.
The regulation issued by Gwangwal, transferring a part of Asbi 

Sallase’s revenues to other churches, in order to extend the commemo
ration service for his father:

M : 7.'H<A : œU'flh- : A/^AA. : h?n,P : (1C : fW : Pü>C : 
hlLih : : AgA^G^^ : \PA-A : 4*6* : O^A : G* : KC :

: hH.ü’ : hibA< : flAjS • G*®* : : hfÆw'ïï :
A G^A : ±lihC : J&tb’l :

“I, Gwangwal, gave to Sallase from the monthly fees of the mar
ket entrance; the 10th part50 51 of this (should be) for the five cathedrals: 
Iyâsus Qwarât, Hawâl, Bat, Ero, Masawwac51; above all this, on one 

47 Possibly a mistake for “he sold” (which would make more sense than “he 
gave”), Amh. fim* ; the scribe might have forgotten to add the stroke above 
A.
48 A difficult sentence. Probably a commemoration service is meant which 
concerns another person, with no relation to the gvalt of the church.
49 The word clearly used here as a term, referring most probably to a kind of 
the ecclesiastic landed property which is related to incense supplies of the 
church (rarely appearing elsewhere, cf. Conti Rossini 1942:231, 233 [here 
probably a toponym]).
50 c3sszr - Tagranna for “one tenth” (Kane 2000, II, 1862).
51 Or Maswac; written in the same way as Masawwac, the name of the port 
on the Red Sea coast, it apparently refers to another place, namely to the 
small church in the area of Asbi: described as “Mikael Metsua. Asbi” by 
Plant 1973:37f.
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day a year there should be a commemoration for daggazmac Suba
gadis.”

II.
The Amharic document provides the register of the places which 

were obliged to pay tributes to the church, but elsewhere in the manu
script there are some other records, which define the tributes more 
precisely. Such documents appear on fol. Iv (the list of the places here 
agree with the main Amharic charter), where the Gospel of Mark is 
interrupted in Mark 1:14 (see above, note 9). The rest of the folio ( 1 vb- 
vc) is occupied by three records, two of them, being the most relevant, 
are represented below:

Il.i.
(lvb) P/"Art. : TA-T : ®Cł : STM- : MC : Â4I5 : ÓW : 

15®«feł- : : 15^/--^ : £50*7 : "7 £2 : +447 : "PC : 7®- ::
Pmd+P” : : «n>®‘ : : XÜA : r0*7 : 7®-: P*7P”<4> :
r®‘H’ : CflxT : r<Pó4 : 150*7 : (lvc) +447 : °7G : 7®* : fR-f-fl : 
ij®«fe+ : 'reo,7 : r*tWi : 150*7 : 7®* : 447 : °7C : ,P<P+^ : £®ł+: 
Pæl7 : HVéX : '50*7 : 447 : "PC52 : 7®' : P"PJ& : OTA7- : r®++ : 
r«a.7 : rVô^i : 150*7 : W} : °7C : 7®' : PRO : OJ&Ç : hOCT : :

: Pæl7 : r<£/,4 : 150*7 : (fol. lvc) MYi : °7C ■ 7®- : PXfll : 
: Pér.7 : : 15(1*7 : : “7C : : ?h£ : :
: èta? : ëV6fi : 5(1*7 : 4AÇ : "PC : 7®* : Pfi-C : h7(14 : 

6®<fe+ : PTP°++ : XJ-+ : 7®* : P+X.Ç : ô®<fe+ : Ôtu'l : ë<f<54 ■ 
5(1*7 : 7®* : P11A./J : hOC? : : f «P04Ç : ttthï : 7®* : P741<^+
: I£®<k+ : Ig«x7 : ëT-M : 50*7 : Wł : °7C : 7®‘ : PJtO-fl : Jér»7 :

: rOL? : XflA : ÏÏ. : ér.®* : ôVÔ# : 447 : a7C : 7®‘ : P*7J- : lT7 
: ïwjri- : Zot.7 : : °7C. : 7®* : P<LA*7 : -7^' :
îgat'tâ- : 7gta7 : L'VÔX : : °7C. : 7®' : P+ôC : ï®«fe+ :
ZéR.7 : LVàfi : ‘"•ClMl : a7C : 7®' : PA+dl : mA,Ç : PA04 : ilh : 
fféR.®* : 9<a7 : °7£^ : hTUł : "PC : L'VÔ# : 7®* : PP4 : <ZD,*P'flC 
: P’^CT ::

52 Written above the line.
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(fol. lvb) “The gold of Sollase’s gwalt\ of the five countries (of) 
Dabra Salam 15 wàqet (gold), 15 can, 15 steers, 75 sheep, a madga 
from a ladan mead. Of Târaqam: 700 salt-bars53, 7 madga cereals, 3 
sheep. Of Samra: 3 wàqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep, ladan mead. Of 
Adyab: 3 wàqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep, ladan mead. Of Afqara: 3 
wàqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep, ladan mead54. Of May Masanu: 3 
waqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep, ladan mead. Of Saba cAyna with its 
door: 3 waqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep (fol. lvc), ladan mead. Of 
Asat: 3 wàqet, 3 can, 3 steers, 15 sheep, ladan mead. Of Ad Aliga55: 1 
wàqet, 1 çan, 1 steer, 5 sheep, qwanna mead. Of Sur Anbasa: 1 waqet, 
the supper of the Tamqat56. Of Qafâna: 1 wàqet, 1 çan, 1 steer, 5 
sheep. Of Baliga with its door: 257 steers and the Fathat5*. On Nabrat: 
12 wàqet, 12 çan, 2 steers, 5 sheep, ladan mead. Of Dobab: 10 çan, 
màba59 (of) 3 can cereals, 1000 salt-bars, 1 steer, ladan mead. Of Gra 
Ho$a: 6 wàqet, 6 çan, 3 steers, màslàs mead. Of FalSg Mayat: 12 
wàqet, 12 çan, 3 steers, màslàs mead. Of Qorir: 6 wàqet, 6 çan, 3 
steers, 14 sheep, màslàs mead. Of Aqab Tali and SSsala Śeka: 200 
salt-bars, 50 çan, a madga from a nafaq mead, 3 steers. Of Sada 
Maqabor - its land.”60

53 Ćaw, lit. “salt”; here possibly meaning the same as amole of the main 
charter.
54 These two words are added above the line.
55 For Ad Aliga, Aqab Tali and SasSla (Śeka) see above, note 32.
56 The feast of Epiphany, 11 Tarr.
57 The number is written above the line.
58 The ritual of the absolution of the dead.
59 A small offering to the church when visiting it.
60 The measurement units mentioned in the document give an idea of the 
measurement system in the area in the 19th century. Some of the units are 
widely known: wàqet, çan, qwanna (see, e.g., Pankhurst 1970:59-61; Pank- 
hurst 1969:116 and 137, 128ff., resp., and passim). Some others are less 
known: madga, ladan, màslàs, nafaq (Pankhurst 1969:115 and 133, 131, 
114 [/wos/ay] and 131, 113 [nafqi], resp. and passim).
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The list of the r/w-holders (fol. 197r; see note 9) should be seen 
in connection with both this document and the main charter; most 
probably, the rwi-holders were supposed to receive a portion of the 
income collected from the gwalt of Açbi Sallase according to this 
document.

One more type of tribute, the “supper” of Açbi Sal Iase (cf. “the 
supper of Tamqat" mentioned in Il.i), is defined in the short record as 
follows:

(lvc) P/^AA. : ■ MC : :
: g"7£-P : TOT : : 5^1’4 :

Ÿaï£ : : %h9°Wi : P(V. : A'HIO : g"?^ : TglT? : PÜA.^ :
WW ■ : PHtó-fr : «rAP’aïï : P^‘111 : : P"?^ :
<1 ; •jfXjn’qif : f^kóC. : AP”n’<T : P£A*7 : : '«A7UQ'Ï •’
n^jr’DC : X# : >a>- : P"7.1<| ::

“The supper of Sallase: of Dabra Salam with the five countries 1 
steer; of Sâmra 2 madga oftahan61 62; of Adyab 40 ambasa*12', of Afqâra 
40 ambasa', of May Masânu 40 ambasa; of Sar Anbàsa 2 madga with 
2 sheep; of Baliga steers [60], 2 madga', of Nabrat 80 ambasa', of Da- 
bab 80 ambasa', Gra Ho$a 80 ambasa', of Qwârir 80 ambasa', of Falâg 
Mayat 50 ambasa - this (should) come in the hand of the mamhar."

The main Amharic charter seems to define the part of the heri
tage of the family of Subagadis assigned to abeto Gwangwal, the 
youngest among Subagadis’s sons. The oldest one, Hagos, lost his life 
on 14 February 1831 in the crucial battle of May Hslamay (Dâbrâ Ab- 
bay), in which his father was defeated by the coalition of the Yàggu 
lords63. Another son, Wâldâ Mika’el, submitted to Wabe after stiff 

61 “Amharised” tahni, “roasted barley flour” (Kane 2000, II, 2413).
62 A kind of bread made of wheat or te/(Kane 1990, II, 1129; Kane 2000,1, 
177).

63 See above; for somewhat different versions of the story of Subagadis’s 
death, see Gobat 1853:386; Parkyns 1853:117; Conti Rossini 1916:852f.,
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resistance and was appointed to govern Hamasen and some parts of 
Tagray, but was soon assassinated in Hamasen64. Kahsay, the third 
son of Subagadis, also initially resisted but soon submited to Wabe 
like his brother, retired to cAgame and even married a daughter of 
Wabe, but later rebelled and was able to rally a large army. He lost, 
however, the decisive battle at FSras May and fled into the mountains 
of Haramat. After a long siege, he agreed to submit under some condi
tions to Wabe, who broke his oath and put Kahsay in prison, where he 
spent many years65. As to Gwangwal, he joined Wâldâ Mika°el and 
briefly fought Wabe, later submitted to him and, when Kahsay was 
removed from the field, he divided cAgame with his another brother 
Hammam Dahar. When the latter was captured on Wabe’s order and 
imprisoned in Samen, Gwangwal rebelled, but finally had to flee and 
seek refuge in the Danakil desert66. Since the priests managed to rec
oncile Gwangwal and Wabe, the conflict did not escalate. Gwangwal 
submitted, did not rebel anymore and ruled cAgame for some 20 
years67, apparently sharing power with his brother sum zagame Ara-

909 [here he is not mentioned by name]; Littmann 1902:3 (tr.: Moreno 
1942:149), Bairu Tafia 1987:438f.
64 Parkyns 1853:117f.
65 Parkyns 1853:117-23. Kahsay (Kasa) Subagadis surfaced on the political 
scene again as he was appointed by Tewodros over Tagray, instead of bal- 
gàda Ar’aya Sallase Dam$u; Kahsay later proved to be one of a few of 
Tewodros’s most capable governors (Mondon-Vidailhet 1904:7t., 9tr.; 
Rubenson 1966:78).
66 Parkyns 1853:124f. This happened in second half of 1841 (see Abir 
1968:11 Of.). Shortly before his defeat, Gwangwal, desperately looking for 
support in front of the formidable foe, tried to find his chance in the strata
gems of Belgian Édouard Blondel van Cuelebrouck (Rubenson 1976:99f.).
67 Parkyns 1853:110-26. Not always precise, yet greatly attending to fine 
details, Parkyns reports that Gwangwal was Subagadis’s favourite son, and 
that some jealousy existed in the relations between him and his brothers. 
This circumstance might have contributed to the final decision of dag
gazmac Wabe to leave him on the political scene.
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gawi (d. after 1868)68. The biographical data on the daughters of Sub
agadis are meagre; it seems that the transfer of the gwzlt into the hands 
of one of them and, respectively, their husbands was never at
tempted69. It is unclear to what extent and for how long the obligations 
and stipulations regarding the revenues, benefits and land possessions 
of Asbi Sollase, recorded in the Gospel book, were fulfilled. It is still 
unclear whether the church became the burial place of Gwangwol. In 
any case, the economic and political significance of cAsbi and its 
church, contrary to cAddigrat, the capital of cAgame, was prominent 
mostly for the period of Subagadis, and diminished after his death.

68 The information on Arâgawi is scarce (see Conti Rossini 1910:880 t., 897 
tr., this genealogy recalls Araway [= Arâgawi] and Waldankfel [Walda 
Mika’el] and mentions “5 other” sons of Subagadis). It seems that Aragawi 
died not in 1860 (as stated in Kevin O’Mahoney 1982:64f. no. 5; also 
Rubenson in: EÆ I, 310), but some years later, as his letters to Napoleon III 
by 1868 prove (ActaAeth II, no. 246). Aragawi’s son ras Sobhat Aragawi 
was the ruler of cAgame (sum cagame) in the second half of the 19th century, 
(cf. his tributes record from the time of Tewodros II, see, e.g., Pankhurst 
1978:11, no. 78), and his realm with the political centre at cAddigrat was 
inherited by his son sum cagame Dâsta Sobhat in the late 19th century, (cf. 
Tsegay Berhe in: EÆ II, 106).
69 At least two daughters of Subagadis are known: DonqonaS (Donqe) was 
married to daggazmac Wobe ca. 1828 (Conti Rossini 1916:848, 906); the 
youngest daughter, Sahlu, was married for a short time to Tawaldâ Madhon 
of Sazzega, an ally of Subagadis, soon after Subagadis defeated and killed 
his main local adversary daggazmac Gâbra Mika’el (gâggsyat Garânkfel) 
of Tamben; from Tawalda Madhon she gave birth to her son Alula (see 
Kolmodin 1912, chs. 150, 151, 152, 174, 176, 182; for the account of Suba- 
gadis’s victory over Gâbra Mika3el, see also Conti Rossini 1916:833f., 
895f.).
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